
This pathway will allow you to explore theatre studies and acting  
in more depth, and give you the chance to visit world-class theatres  
and universities. Our expert tutors are practicing actors, directors and 
teachers who will introduce you to a variety of university and career 
options in this field. This programme will help you to develop your 
acting skills through the use of props, improvisation, and storytelling,  
as well as expert teaching in theatre directing, voice coaching and  
live performance. 

A THRIVING CULTURAL CENTRE  
WITH ONE OF THE OLDEST AND  
RICHEST HISTORIES OF PERFORMANCE 
AND DRAMA SCHOOLS, LONDON  
IS THE IDEAL SETTING FOR OUR  
EXCITING DRAMA & THEATRE  
STUDIES PROGRAMME.
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Viktoria Lapshina from Russia. Chosen degree: Management.

I loved the teachers and all the people here. 
Everyone made it feel like a second home 
and took care of each student. It was a 
great experience! I chose Drama because  
I wanted to try something new. I always 
watch movies and wanted to see how it is 
done backstage. It was challenging at first, 
but slowly I became more comfortable.  
The excursions were brilliant and the  
tour guides were fantastic! London is my 
favourite city, it’s always alive. You find  
out something new every time you visit.

MASTERCLASSES
from expert teachers and advice  
on university preparation.

WORKSHOPS
in a variety of areas such as play directing, acting 
techniques, voice, theatre lighting, and sound. 

STATE-OF-THE-ART
theatre and performance space to use.

VISITS 
to renowned drama schools and universities  
such as RADA and the Royal Central School  
of Speech and Drama. 

ACCESS
to London’s timeless theatre productions.

COUNSELLING
from industry professionals on what it  
takes to break into the drama industry.

SAMPLE TIMETABLE

Ioana-Maria Vijiianu from Romania (below). Chosen career: Acting.

I have always wanted to study in the UK. When choosing  
a drama-focused programme, this course offered the best 
price and quality. It has a lot to offer. The teachers made us 
feel special and always pushed us a bit further. I improved  
my acting skills and was inspired to explore the topics we 
discussed in class in my own time. It was a great experience 
and I hope to come here again next year!
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